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Regional Cooperation of Ukraine and Countries of Central Europe
Taras Voznyak

 I consider that  important factor of the modern political process in Europe is its different
directions. At the same time a disintegration at all levels which is held under flags of national
and spiritual movements occurs in Eastern and Southern Europe. These processes can not pass
indefinitely and objectively break interests of all states of the region. Therefore, I guess that not
giving chance to these states in the nearest future to be integrated in EU, the same EU should
search for the new forms of second integration or even constrain further disintegration.

 All this can concern and Ukraine.  Moreover, Ukraine faces a problem of internal homog-
enization and integration. Probably installment or regional integration can be effective. You can
hear the voices which fortify this idea in Ukraine - I mean Transcarpathian region, Galychyna,
Odessa (Pankevych. Materials of political science conference Ukraine - Poland - role and place
during the European integration, Lviv, 1998).

 At the same time the regional and federative principle of the European integration could
remove conflict situations at lower level than national. At this level it is always easier to remove
ethnic, language or religious collisions. In particular it can be effective in such multiethnic region
as Western Ukraine.

 Looking at a problem of cooperation, cooperation at a regional level or possibility in the far
future of the introduction of Ukraine in the European Union, first we should take a look at gen-
eral problems or perspectives of the  EU. At the given stage we move from formation of relations
at Ukraine / Poland or Ukraine / Hungary level to preparation of the ratios at Ukraine / EU level.
And it can give as advantages so losses. What is more, these processes already transmit.
 Poland, Czechia and Hungary did much more work in this direction than Ukraine. For whole period
of independence Ukraine has received 3,2 billion of US dollars of direct foreign investments that
cannot be compared to 38 billions for Poland. Needless to say about a level of the investments on one
citizen of a country? It is much lower than in much smaller countries of Central Europe and Baltic
countries.

 One of conditions for any country to get into EU is development of its regional cooperation
on a horizontal. I mean that it shouldn’t be the cooperation only between large political-economic
countries but also between their regions. Evidently, it displays the concept of regionalization of
Europe, its conversion just in Europe of Regions. Such regions by a paradoxical image break
national and state boundaries and should hereafter homogenize it in all denotations. Legally such
direction of EU development is captured in a Charter of Regionalization and in creation in 1985
of the Council of European Regions and European Regions Assembly as its parliamentary ana-
log. Such types of regions as “natural,” “economic,” “administrative,” “cultural” were accentu-
ated. These regions lap over the modern states. It can be as Ukrainian-Polish Galychyna, Ukrai-
nian-Moldavian Bessarabia, Ukrainian-Romanian Bukovyna so Ukrainian-Slovak-Hungarian
triangle which abuts on Transcarpathian region.

According to the extension of EU towards the east, Lviv State Administration has put
forward the initiative of creation in a whole region of the Western Ukraine of some “buffer zone”
along the future boundary with EU (Bogdan Pankevych. Ukraine and the Idea of European
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Integration. Initiative of Lviv Region, Independent cultural magazine “Ji”, Lviv,#14,1998). Head
of Lviv Administration has made appropriate performance to a Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine.
Its reason is in improvement of the strategy of cooperation with expanded EU, in attempt to
distribute activity of such funds as PHARE on a part of Ukrainian territory (unfortunately, it
doesn’t operate on entire territory. This zone could become bridgehead for dynamic and safe
investment activity. The first steps in this direction are already made - some projects with mixed
PHARE-TACIS financing are already actualized. Creation of this “buffer zone” could soften a
negative repercussions of Shengen zone extension on Poland, Hungary and Slovakia. Perhaps
this is the way how to whittle away a syndrome “of the New Iron Curtain”.
No doubt that Poland is priority for Ukraine by the neighbourhood. It is determined as historically
so geopolitically. (Taras Wozniak. Modelle des polnisch-ukrainischen Zusammenseins: Rueck- und
Ausblick. Independent cultural magazine “Ji”, Lviv, #11, 1998).

 There were a few attempts to elaborate the forms and frameworks of cooperation between
the states within the framework of cooperation in entire Middle European region. They alter-
nately gained the form of Vyshegrad triangle, Baltic-Black Sea arc, Central European Initiative or
the Three-sea conception. In all these models different states saw themselves in different spec-
trums. However, at that stage, the main chain or some kind of the leader of Average Europe was
Poland. Eventually, it became a real leader - coordinator of all region. The main financial chan-
nels, channels of information and influences, mechanisms of international activity which was
directed on the East, including Ukraine, were mainly located in Poland. Actually, this fact has
transformed it into the active, mainly political, “leader” of the region.

However, at the same time Middle European region as independent geopolitical unit was not
realized and began active partition into Western and Russian zones of influence. Thus, today the
role of the its leader is enough doubtful. As a result, Poland operating pragmatically and becom-
ing NATO’s member and moving towards EU, has agreed with a role of “dispatcher” of the West
in Central and Eastern Europe. Such dispatching role of Poland becomes more and more obvious
- Zbigniev Brzezinski being in Lviv has said that we can consider Poland as a magnet which will
involve other countries in processes of the European integration, and also into the Euroatlantic
union (Zbigniev Brzezinski, Ukraine - Poland: a role and place in the European integration.
Independent cultural magazine “Ji”, Lviv, #14, 1998).

 Investigating different aspects of regional cooperation at the present phase of the develop-
ment of various infrastructures, we often find out that definition that once traditionally was
named as regional cooperation, covers, on the one hand, much larger regions, and, on the other
one, is shaped not along the natural boundary but along lines of interests. And in this aspect the
paradoxality appears, I mean that for Galychyna region Wroclaw is much closer than, for ex-
ample, equidistant Bratislava. And in this sense the cooperation in new association GUUAM
seems to be very interesting.

Joint economic interests of the GUUAM states are mostly concentrated around two ques-
tions - transportation of Caspian energy carrier and location of the new transit routes through the
Caucasian region.

 Outgoing from previous frameworks, given at a higher political level, the regional and
urban authorities develop direct cooperation along boundary. But I would like to amplify the
concept of frontier cooperation. The experience shows that development of frontier cooperation
derives not only from adjacency of the definite regions but along mainstreams of economic
interests. Thus, contacts and cooperation do not move by two even bars along boundary but get
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deeply in a territory of neighbouring state moving along the important route, gas pipeline, oil
pipeline etc. Therefore, cooperation is naturally shaped, instead of administrative methods.

The main investments in Lviv region go from Holland (24,2 %), Cyprus (24,2 % - appar-
ently, this is self-investment that searches for privilege taxation), Poland (8,8 %) and Germany
(8,6 %), Italy (6,8%), USA (6 %).

Large part of production exports to Russia (48,6%), Germany (10 %), Poland (3,5 %),
Austria (3,3 %) and Canada (2,1 %). Transport, electronic equipment, petroleum and mineral oil
dominate In import structure. Goods import is mainly from Russia (28,7 %), Poland (14,7 %),
Germany (12,34 %), Netherlands (6 %), USA (4,6 %) and Austria (2,3 %).

According to researches conducted on the projects of the Ministry on international develop-
ment of Great Britain Poland has a special place for region in sense of commodity exchange. It
has a third place in a total amount of foreign trade exchange with Lviv region, whereas for
Ukraine Poland is only the seventh partner after such states as Russia, USA, Bielorussia, China
and Turkmenistan.

One of tasks set by the President of Ukraine is the project of Lviv conversion in peculiar
“hiluses” and at the same time in “show-window” of Ukraine at its western boundary. For this
purpose the appropriate state program is already developed which with significant efforts but will
be realized. The project includes as preparation of a resource base and infrastructure of city,
western site of boundary, but also a creation of definite image of the  region and city as places of
meetings at various levels in Central-Eastern Europe. There are some movements towards the
installation in Lviv of the western residence of Ukrainian President. Summit of the Presidents of
Central and Eastern Europe was held in Lviv, May 1999.

 There was a particular resource of Western Ukraine and Lviv In the independent Ukrainian
state (Taras Voznyak. A geopolitical role of Western Ukraine in the Ukrainian and European
context. Independent cultural magazine “Ji”, Lviv, #14, 1998). This is the city located nearby
Polish boundary which, after annexation of Poland to the NATO and its introduction into the
European economic institutions, will become a boundary with EU. One can say that political and
economic tastes of the Ukrainian polyhabit spasms are directed towards this boundary. Therefore,
Lviv is the city of many nations and cultures, it has a chance to become some kind of a forum of
Central-Eastern Europe, city of conciliation between Ukrainians and Poles, Ukrainians and Jews.
Financially it can be shown in creation of permanent supranational institutions, operation of
centres of the dialogue for politicians, scientists, artists. The success of “the European project for
Lviv” will determine a development of infrastructures which today are vigorously advanced.

 First of all, the city should become an effective hiluses of Ukraine on the European trans-
port trunks.  Five main highway lines pass through the Lviv region. Today main attention is given
to reconstruction and construction of modern high-speed roads. The transport Coordination group
G24, which functions as the Transport Ministry of the European Commonwealth, has approved
the schedule of perspective development of the European transportation network. It provides a
development of 9 transport corridors for cargo and passenger carriages via Europe. Two of them
will intersect Lviv: #3 Berlin - Wroclaw - Lviv - Kyiv, #5 Trieste - Lubliana - Budapesht - Chop -
Lviv. Hereafter corridors #3 And #5 will joint with southern transeuropean trace Lisbon - Madrid
-Triest which will prolong to Russia.

At the same time, Lviv actively develops co-operation both at a regional level and within
the framework of cooperation between the cities. When speaking about regional cooperation,
first of all, this is a  cooperation between Polish Voyevodstva and Lviv and Volynsk areas. “Buh”
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and “Carpathian” Euroregions are the political frameworks of this cooperation. At the same time
a number of the concrete agreements are signed between administrative territories of both coun-
tries. In addition. even more effective is cooperation between the cities which eventually is not
reduced to formalized cooperation of urban authorities. Such Polis cities as Lublin, Zamosc,
Rczeszuw, Pszemyszl and Ukrainian - Lviv, Lutsk became large overland ports near boundary.
Through these cities, their wholesale and consignment warehouses goes main flow of goods from
EU and countries of Central Europe.

At the same time frontier cities formalize their brotherhood relations according to the
concrete interests. For example, Lviv formalizes and develops relations with cities which practi-
cally are located along main good and product flows: to the west along the European transport
corridor #3 - with Rczeszuw, Pszemyszl, Krakow. Than ramification to the south  to Olomouc
(Czechia) and to the west to Wroclaw, Kemnits, Freiburg (Germany), Lyon (France) occurs. Lviv
“Zakhidtranskordon” and “Transmahistral” corporations deal with development of this transport
corridor.

Other branch - on the Warsaw line - is Zamosc, Lublin, Gdansk, Szczecin. This second
branch goes practically along the 80% constructed strategic Odesa-Brody-Gdansk oil pipeline.
Ukrainian concern “Druzshba” is its main investor with a headquarter in Lviv. Due to this branch
a national problem of creation of alternative for the Russian petroleum as for Ukraine so, by the
way, and for Poland or of exportation of the Caspian petroleum to Scandinavian countries is
planed to be settled. Moreover, a problem with petroleum supply to the regions located along
boundary also should be worked out.

Lutsk develops its trucks in a similar way. The trace towards Lublin and Warsaw is the
mainstream for Lutsk. In that way the Berlin-Warsaw-Kovel-Lutsk-Kyiv magistral is digested.
We see that development of cooperation between cities, besides concrete moderate-sized firms
cooperation, the cultural and human contacts development, has also a deep strategic sense which will
provide existence of this cooperation in the future, wherefore it will have a real economic base.
After demounting of tightly closed Soviet boundary the original explosion of movements via
boundaries was held. In middle 90s, up to 40000 citizens daily intersected boundary. Dynamic of
movements varied and varies now. Actually, during extreme falling of Polish economy in 80s each
citizen of Poland went to Soviet Ukraine to buy some goods. Nevertheless, at the beginning of 90s
such pilgrimage went from Ukraine to Poland. However, now less people and more goods intersects
boundary. Though there are some losses. For the last two years the volume of trade with Poland has
fallen.

Having considered the frame of frontier commodity exchange, it is necessary to mark that it is
asymmetric. At the given stage Polish import considerably prevails and Ukrainian export is small.
The main export article is transportation services. It evidences the correctness of region orientation
towards development of a various sort of transport infrastructures. Structure of Polish import
testifies that, actually, completely not traditional Polish goods are imported from Poland and practi-
cally they are from Brasil (beans of cocoa) or even from Russia (petroleum and mineral oil).

At the same time, organization “Zakhidtranskordon” has conducted a research to find out
whether official statistics displays a real status of businesses in the trade with Poland. As a result
the figures showed that the real trade is approximately twice more. So called “shuttles” and
different barters and clandestine goods carriages are the channels of smuggling.

So called “shuttle” trade which with variable success almost two decades takes place on
Ukrainian-Polish boundary (first ten years it serviced Polish “shuttles” and next ten years -
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Ukrainian) has some prominent aspects. They are both positive and negative.
Visa regime between Ukraine and Poland which is planed to be implemented after the

introduction of Poland in EU will significantly reduce possibilities of this sort of trade and the
volume of trade will fall least twice. For official trade this is not so menacing.

If Ukraine would like to save free visa mode it should change the EU visa rules. However,
EU does not perceive this seriously (Wilfried Telkaemper. Schengen und die Folgen. Independent
cultural magazine “Ji”, Lviv, #12, 1998). Thus, we should expect disappearance of this form of
commodity exchange with all negative social consequences, because in that case the incomes of
commodity exchange will be concentrated only in powerful corporations, and the small dealers
will be dispossessed of existence resources.

In 1998, after implementation by Ukrainian government of the customs taxation for the
consumption goods with total cost more than 50 ECU, negative changes in small-sized frontier
trade have also occurred. It at once has resulted in almost twice rise in price of imported goods.
According to the data of the Chief of the Western Regional Customs, Mr. Kret, the quantity of
the people who cross the boundary has twice decreased, a quantity of automobiles has also twice
decreased. And the export and import of the goods has fallen on third.

There were organized zones of free trade “Yavorive” and “Resort-polis Truskavets” to
prevent these negative social tendencies in such socially dangerous regions as Yavoriv. Their
development now proceeds.

Taking this into account Chambers of Commerce and Industry of Lviv, Krakow, Rszeszuw
have activated their work. There was created an Ukrainian-Polish Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of Construction with a headquarter in Rszeszuw and Lviv.

Recently, there was a problem of payments for the goods and services. But now in Ukraine
the system of banks, in particular commercial, develops. Some of them has a serious part of the
Polish capital. They are: BDK in Lytsk, Kredyt Bank PBI S.A, as well as Western-Ukrainian
Commercial Bank in Lviv. The involvement of the Polish capital in the Ukrainian and ventured
banks adds to the process of cooperation some stability.

It doesn’t give a possibility to intensify, for example, cooperation in frameworks of declared
“Carpathian” Euroregion. Often it is only a declaration. Institutions which should organize
cooperation in these Euroregions recently had no budgetary funds, and funds which try to de-
velop cooperation in regions actually are the secondary grant-claimers. Eventually, the resources
volumes which they gain can support only the idea of existence of such Euroregions.

 Moreover, an excessive hypertrophy of these regions (for example, “Carpathian”
Euroregion covers up to 10 mln. inhabitants and also is proportional to territorie of such Euro-
pean state as Netherlands) and their obvious declarativity don‘t give any possibility to develop
concrete cooperation in “Buh” and “Carpathian” Euroregions (Carpathian Euroregion. A Brief
Introduction. - Krosno, 1997).

 A different level of freedom of regional authorities blocks it. If in Poland it is considerably
enough, in Ukraine or Romania it is insufficient. Nevertheless, the main questions of Euroregions
activity are clinched in Kiev, Bratislava or Bucharest. Rarely we can observe a decided opposi-
tion. However, the legislation of Central-Eastern Europe more frequently takes into account
regional interests and passes to the principles of self-government. So it sharply enlarges possibili-
ties of frontier regional cooperation. At the same time taking into account the increasing approxi-
mation of Poland, Czechia, Hungary to a real membership in EU, they already have less time and
interest to transform these, practically dead, structures in something real.
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A great achievement of the last decade in the region became rapid development of not-
governmental organizations on the both sides of boundary. For Poland or Hungary it is already
absolutely usual process and now we can say the same about Western Ukraine. However, you
can’t say this about entire Ukraine. The reason is in deep “sovietization.”
 At the same time we can observe a tight cooperation between a different sort of funds and NGOs of
Poland and Ukraine. Actually  and naturally that representatives of both sides are present at each
international conference. It helps effectively to overcome mutual stereotypes.

A part of programs of different funds is directed towards development of  Ukrainian-Polish
cooperation. And they are not only western funds like “Fundacji Batorego” or “International
Fund Vidrodzhennia” (both of them belong to Soros), but also Polish.

Establishing of Ukrainian-Polish university in Lublin can also become an Interesting form
of co-operation. It should become something like German-Polish university “Viadrina” in Frank-
furt-am-Oder.

We can observe cooperation between other High Schools. They concluded contracts on
cooperation (Lviv and Krakow universities). An active teachers exchange conducted but mainly
Ukrainian professorate teaches in Polish high-schools. Now it is not something extraordinary but
a norm.

One of the characteristics of a level of frontier cooperation and its forms is quantity and
level of frontier transitions. There are 205 transitions on all Polish boundaries and only 6 of them
are on Ukrainian-Polish boundary. They are: Medyka-Mostyska, Grebenne-Rava Ruska,
Dorogusk-Yahodyn, Zosyn-Ustiluh, Smilnytsia and Korchova-Krakivets. Is it not enough for “the
strategic partners?”

When we speak about transparency of the present boundaries of Poland and Ukraine, at the
same time we should notice an obvious “sovietisizm” of this boundary for the usual visitor who
comes to Ukraine. It doesn’t concern the same “Soviet” uniforms of soldiers or Russian language
but a style of the relation to the visitors.
One of the best gifts for them is permanent changed rules of entry into the country and values of a
different kind of payments. This is a paradox that local and frontier duties and taxes in Lviv oblast
differs from taxes and duties in Volynsk oblast (Wezlowska, EUROREGION Press #5/6. What is
necessary to know crossing a boundary with Ukraine, Lublin, 1998). The local authorities on both
sides of boundary install the local taxes.

You should be careful speaking about corruption in customs services of both states because
crossing a boundary you should deal with both of them. The fact, that the real trade value is twice
greater than official, testifies that this is paid by some corrupted operations.

One of the future dangers we can expect is actual development of “a New Berlin Wall” on
the western boundaries of Ukraine, Bielorussia and Russia. After falling of the old Berlin wall”
an illusion that united Europe is possible appeared. But soon one found out that there are more
European and completely not European Europeans in the Eastern Europe. Suddenly it developed
that some of them regard Europe only as EU. But the rest - don‘t. Because they are different.
Moreover, even inside the future expanded EU is already seen definite “medullary Europe” (with
a centre in France and Germany) and sanitary peripherals on the boundaries of Poland, Czechia,
Hungary etc.

We can observe a creation of new separating boundaries In Europe. They approximately go
on boundary of former USSR, except Baltic countries.

Active embedding of these countries in a building of EU and a slow withering away of
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interest to the East by force of the fact deepens a difference between these countries. Indeed, here
also is Ukrainian guilty which develops slowly or even stagnates. Moreover the its level of
investment is much less than in Poland or Czechia.

As a result, Ukraine lags behind and this difference enlarges. And thus we observe its
extrusion from the all-European process. Indeed, it causes annoyance and with the course of time
this feelings can turn to hostility and, eventually, can develop complexes of insignificance and
aggression. Moreover due to economic stagnation the Ukrainian society is significantly frustrated
and demoralized.

Coming back to concrete frontier cooperation, it is necessary to underline that mostly Lviv
and Volynsk, Lublin and Low Carpathian regions will suffer from the introduction of Poland in
EU.

At a given stage Ukraine should be prepared for the introduction of PR, ChR and Hungary
to the NATO and then to EU. It should be very important for Ukraine previously to deliver the
NATO and EU before the fact of the widest contacts between two states that hereafter will grant
Ukraine some special status.

One of variants of organization of the “West - Ukraine” relations can be “institutional
interlacing of interests” (“Institutional web” - Richard Kugler, Research Corporation REND). It
provides installation of diverse links with these countries through the NATO, EU, financial
organizations, the “Great Seven” etc.


